Have fun with the incomparable

ANNA RUSSELL

-the funniest woman in the world

Anna Russell Sings (?)  
Anna Russell Sings! Again (?)  
A Square Talk on Popular Music  
Anna Russell’s Guide to Concert Audiences  
Anna Russell in Darkest Africa  
A Practical Banana Promotion

all 12' LP's  

... on PHILIPS

Philips Records Ltd., Stanhope House, Stanhope Place, London, W.2

Sunday 6 December

Programme sixpence
Miss Anna Russell has most generously agreed that the proceeds of this concert will be used to help in establishing Gordon House, a guest house for the disabled at Cowden, Kent. Gordon house caters especially for people physically handicapped through multiple or disseminated sclerosis, poliomyelitis, etc., and is intended to provide them with a normal family atmosphere while at the same time supplying the special care which they need. It is particularly suited for patients who are normally looked after in their own homes but who need somewhere else to go to from time to time while their families are away for holidays or other reasons.

MUDIE AND SONS LTD.,
115, NEW BOND STREET, W.1.

Wishing this function in aid of Gordon House Trust every success.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LORD CHAMBERLAIN

(1) The public may leave at the end of the performances or exhibitions by all exit doors and each door must at that time be open.

(2) All passages, corridors, stairs and external passages intended for use shall be kept tidy in the interest of safety, whether permanent or temporary.

(3) Persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the passages excepting the seating, or to sit in any of the other passages. If standing is permitted in the passages at the date and time of the concert it shall be strictly limited to the number indicated in the notice exhibited in timely fashion.

(4) No playing of any kind shall be played or used in the presence of such audience.

SMOKING IS NOT PERMITTED IN THE PREMISES.